
How to Revise Week
Question-a-day and 20 minute Revision tasks

March - April 2024

Subject: English Language (Non-
Fiction P2)

SUNDAY NOTES:MONDAY

25th March
Can you find 4 

ambitious synonyms for 
the following words to 
describe attitude (Q4)? 
Excited / Calm / Jealous 

/ Embarrassed

TUESDAY

26th March
What are you required 
to do in Paper 2, Q4? 
How many marks is it 

worth?

WEDNESDAY

27th March
Can you find 
4 ambitious 

synonyms for each of 
the following words?
Big / Small / Angry / 

Disappointed

THURSDAY

28th March
Can you write a glossary 

for the following 
techniques: 

Simile
Personification 
Pathetic Fallacy 

Metaphor 

FRIDAY

29th March
Can you give 

an example of each 
word class listed below?

Noun 
/ Adjective/ Verb/ Adver 

b

SATURDAY

30th March
Can you list as many 

persuasive devices as 
you can think of?

31st March
How do you use a 
colon accurately? 
Write 3 sentences 

using a colon 
correctly.

1st April 
Can you craft 2 statistics 

for the following 
statement? “School 

uniforms stifle creativity 
and individuality.”

2nd April 
What are you 

required to do in Paper 
2, Q3? How many marks 

is it worth?

3rd April 
Can you list all the 

punctuation you need 
to use in a Q5 and 
give an example 

sentence for each 
one?

4th April
How do you 

accurately use a semi-
colon? Write 3 

sentences with one in.

5th April
Can you find 4 

ambitious synonyms 
for the following 

words to describe 
atti tude (Q4)? Sad / 

Scared / Happy 

6th April
Can you find the 

definitions for the 
following words and use 

them in a sentence?
Temerity

Abhor
Candor
Pivotal

7th April

What are the 4 writing 
purposes you may be 

asked in P2 Q5?

8th April
What are the keyskills 

in a Paper 2, Q2 and 
how many marks?

9th April
Can you craft the 

opening 3 sentences for 
the following 

statement? “People 

assume it’s the younger 
generation that are rude, 

selfish and ignorant but this 
isn't always the case." 

10th April
Can you find the 

definitions for the 
following words and 

use them in a 
sentence?
Paramount
Plethora
Indignant

Benevolent

11th April 
 Can you rewrite 

the sentence with 
the correct punctuation?
The ambulance which had 
sirens blaring and lights 
flashing moved swiftly 
through the traffic

12th April 
Can you PAFT the 
below question?

Write an article for 
your school magazine in 

which you argue 
whether or not we 

should all be 
vegetarian. 

13th April 
What formats could you 
be asked to write in for 

P2 Q5?

14th April
How do you use a 

dash correctly? 
Write 3 sentences 

using a dash 
accurately.

20 minute revision 
task

Q1 & 2 –Mini 
Mock

20 minute revision 
task

Mr Bruff Videos

20 minute revision 
task

Q3 Language 
Analysis

20 minute revision 
task

Q5 4 box plan

20 minute revision 
task

Flashcards



Subject: English Language Exam Board: AQA Mock exam Paper: English Language 
Paper 2

Topic to Revise:

Questions R A G

Q1. Choose four true statements related to the stated source. [4 marks]

Q2. Compare and summarise the ideas in both sources. [8 marks]

Q3. Analyse the effect of language in the stated source. [12 marks]

Q4. Compare the methods used by the writers to communicate their attitudes / viewpoints / 
experiences in both sources. [16 marks]

Q5. Writing for purpose (persuade / argue / explain/ advise) using a specified form (letter/ article / 
speech/ essay)

Using a range of punctuation accurately 

Using a range of persuasive devices

Using a range of sentence starters and sentence types

Using ambitious vocabulary


